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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

Wayne Ives, GSNH President, 2014-2016
These are exciting times to be a geologist : a rocket
has landed on an asteroid, lava is flowing on Hawaii,
earth’s gravity is shifting, giant solar flares are erupting,
and the upcoming Northeastern Section 50th anniversary
GSA meeting will be held in New Hampshire. What’s next?
Treasurer – Bill Abrahams-Dematte
The new Board of Directors met at USGS a few weeks
AECOM, Wakefield, MA
Bill.Abrahamsago and meeting notes are in this newsletter. At our
Dematte@aecom.com
January dinner meeting, our former NH State Geologist,
David Wunsch, will be giving the dinner meeting address.
Past-President – Julie Spencer
This spring marks the first time in years that the Society
AECOM, Chelmsford, MA
will hold its meeting outside of Concord—The April 16
julie.spencer@comcast.net
meeting will be held at the Puritan in Manchester. Be sure
Member-at-Large - Doug Allen
to sign up in a timely manner. Also, rocks may crumble,
Haley & Aldrich, Inc., Bedford, NH
but there are some things that are eternal—your dues are
dallen@HaleyAldrich.com
up again December 31!!! There’s a new membership form
Member-at-Large -Erin Kirby,
that is designed to be easier for renewals. Get your dues
Geosyntec Consultants, Inc., Bedford,
caught up now! Be sure to send mail to the Society’s new
NH
mailing address—see the forms in the back of this
EKirby@Geosyntec.com
newsletter.
Now for some plugs : I’d like to open up our dinner
Member-at-Large – Abby Fopiano Epping Well & Pump, Epping, NH
meetings to poster sessions for anyone– particularly for
abby@eppingwell.com
students. Is there anyone interested? Let the us know
and we’ll set you up. I encourage each of us to try to
Membership - Doug Allen
attend the GSA meeting this spring—early registration
Haley and Aldrich, Bedford, NH
dallen@HaleyAldrich.com
prices end February 17, so start planning now. Also,
now’s the time to get your NY geology license under their
Education and Outreach
new program. Finally, I want to thank the past and present
Tina Cotton – jt_cotton@comcast.net
Board members for their efforts and for their labors still to
Lee Wilder - geology@des.nh.gov
come. And make a pitch for members to join us. I had a
Website webmaster@gsnh.org
lot of fun starting with committee work, then as a memberTrent Hayden - thayden@fsengrs.com
at-large, and vice president. Now I’m looking forward to
Abby Fopiano - abby@eppingwell.com
seeing what new areas the Society can explore. The new
board is now in full swing and planning the spring meeting
Newsletter Editor
Wayne Ives
and summer field trip, tracking legislation, providing
Wayne.Ives@des.nh.gov
information to members and the public, and looking at
what more we can do. I encourage interested members to attend the next meeting March 12,
6pm at NHDES in Concord.
Secretary – Lea Anne Atwell
Sanborn, Head & Associates, Concord,
NH
latwell@sanbornhead.com
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VOLCANO ERUPTIONS HAVE DEEP ORIGINS
By Simon Redfern Reporter, BBC News 29 April 2014 - Sometimes the volcano erupts
gently, with dribbles of lava running down the mountain's flanks, while other times she throws
fountains of lava high into the sky, or produces curtains of fiery rock in a spectacular show. Just
this week the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory reported on a river of lava that is slowly flowing
from Kilauea volcano's east rift zone towards the community of Puna. Up to now, the assumption
has been that the differences in volcanic eruption style can be attributed to differences in how
quickly the molten rock reaches the surface, or whether the gas it contains can escape gently
ahead of the magma on its ascent. But new evidence suggests that what controls these
eruptions sits deeper still.
By measuring the chemistry of the original molten rock associated with each eruption, now
preserved as glassy blobs in the volcanic mineral grains, the scientists found that energetic
eruptions and gentler "effusive" eruptions seem to have come from areas of the mantle with
subtly different chemistries. Describing their results, lead investigator Dr. Marie Edmonds of
Cambridge University told BBC News: "The chemistry of the primitive melts feeding the explosive
eruptions appears statistically different to those feeding effusive eruptions. "We think that these
primitive melts may saturate with gases and grow their bubbles deep in the system, accelerate
towards the surface to a greater degree and bypass the summit magma chamber, erupting more
explosively at the surface.
"This work is the first to show a link between the nature of the melts produced in Earth's
mantle, and variations in surface eruption styles. It has important implications for volcano
monitoring and hazard assessment." The data suggest that the changes in eruption reflect
subtle local variations in the chemistry of Earth's mantle occurring over decades to centuries.
The team believe that a better understanding of these variations will improve volcanic hazard
assessment and perhaps land use planning and risk management over similar timescales.
http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-27204647
29 April 2014 Just this week the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory reported on a river of lava that
is slowly flowing from Kilauea volcano's east rift zone towards the community of Puna.
27 June, 2014 Kilauea has been continuously erupting since 1983, but lava began flowing from
a new vent, moving 800ft a day.
5 September 2014 Hawaii's Big Island has declared a state of emergency as a lava flow from
Kilauea volcano is less than a mile (1.6km) from a residential community. The Hawaiian Volcano
Observatory said the lava could reach the Kaohe Homesteads in about five to seven days.
Lava flows from the volcano previously wiped out neighborhoods in 1990.
1 December, 2014 The lava is moving through forested land and has advanced about 400 yards
since Sunday. The county says the lava doesn’t immediately pose a threat to area communities.

December 1, 2014 - A small
breakout was also active on
the upslope portion of the
June 27th lava flow. The
pahoehoe lava was flowing
over an a'a flow from late
2007. USGS
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http://www.hawaiinewsnow.com/story/27520268/hawaii-lava-flow-shifts-but-still-near-pahoa-town
http://www.bigislandvideonews.com/2014/09/08/kaohe-pahoa-notice-evening-lava-flow-updatesept-9/

Lava flow extent as of September 8, 2014

Lava flow extent as of December 3, 2014
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DEPARTM
MENT OF LAND AND NATURAL
L RESOURCES ARRE
ESTS TWO
O FOR
ILLEGAL LAVA
L
TOU
URS DECEM
MBER 2, 2104
Orion
n Enocencio, m
manager of ‘A
Ahiu
Hawaaii tours, posess next to molten
lava iin an “Aloha F
Friday”
prom
motion on the ccompany’s
Faceb
book page. En
nocencio was nnot
one off the two tourr guides arrestted
by DL
LNR officers oon Monday.

http://www.b
bigislandvide
eonews.com
m/2014/12/02
2/dlnr-arrestss-two-illegal-lava-tours/

GIANT SUNSPOT KE
EEPS FIRIN
NG OFF HU
UGE SOLA
AR FLARES
S By Miriam
m Kramer,
Staff Writeer - Octoberr 27, 2014 htttp://www.spaace.com/275552-giant-sunsppot-huge-solaar-flares.html
The largest sunspot obs
served on th
he sun in mo
ore than 20 yyears has be
een firing offf powerful so
olar
flares for the
e past week, and it's still producing strong
s
solarr storms. To
oday, the hug
ge sunspot
erupted with
h a large solar flare, pea
aking at arou
und 10:47 a. m. EDT (144
47 GMT). Th
he flare
caused a strong radio blackout
b
on Earth,
E
accord
ding to the N
National Wea
ather Servicce's Space
Weather Pre
ediction Cen
nter. This solar flare is th
he fourth X-fflare (the mo
ost powerful kind of solar
storms) in as
a many days. If aimed at
a Earth, X-class flares ccan be dange
erous for asstronauts and
d
spacecraft orbiting
o
the planet.
p
The radiation
r
can
n disrupt rad
dio and comm
munication ssignals, but
solar flares cannot injure people on Earth's surfface, accord
ding to Fox. T
The planet'ss atmosphere
e
e harmful rad
diation. Altho
ough Friday''s X3.1 flare is a powerfu
ul
acts as a prrotective barrier from the
solar storm, it isn't the most
m
powerfu
ul flare of the
e year. In Fe
ebruary 2014
4, the sun discharged an
n
X4.9-class tempest.
t
Solar flares: Is the sun trying
t
to tell us somethin
ng?

The
T largest sunspot
s
seen
n in two deccades has be
een firing offf
major
m
solar flares for the past week. What's goin
ng on with ou
ur
sun?
s

Viiew on www.c
csmonitor.co
om
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ANTARCTICA HAS LOST SO MUCH LAND ICE THAT EARTH'S GRAVITY HAS
SHIFTED (A TINY BIT) by David Brooks Wednesday, October 1, 2014
http://www.nashuatelegraph.com/granitegeek/1047666-468/antarctica-has-lost-so-much-landice.html
Climate change does weird things at the poles, where its effect is strongest. For reasons that
baffle even folks who understand this stuff, Antarctica sea ice is at a record high while the
amount of Antarctica land ice has fallen so far that it has produced a measurable (although
teeny-tiny) effect on Earth's gravity, according to measurements by satellites of the European
Space Agency.
Why is Arctic ice shrinking fast yet Antarctic sea ice (but not, apparently, its land ice)
growing? Hard to say: It's easy to understand why the Arctic has been experiencing extreme
melts, given that the region is the fastest warming area on the planet. It's not as obvious why the
ice might be growing in Antarctica; although wind and precipitation patterns have both been
suggested, no consensus has emerged.
As far as rising ocean levels go, melting land ice - from Antarctica or Greenland, the two
great ice storehouses is very bad while melting sea ice is of little importance, for obvious
reasons.
See the source at :
http://www.slate.com/blogs/future_tense/2014/09/29/antarctic_ice_melt_causes_small_shift_in_g
ravity.html “The loss of ice from West Antarctica between 2009 and 2012 caused a dip in the
gravity field over the region,” writes the European Space Agency, whose satellite measured the
change. Apparently, melting billions of tons of ice year after year has implications that would
make even Isaac Newton blanch.

THE GSNH DINNER MEETING

MAKE YOUR RESERVATION NOW!
JANUARY 15, 2014
AT MAKRIS LOBSTER HOUSE
SOCIAL HOUR START AT 5:30, DINNER AT 6:30
Email reservations to Erin Kirby at EKirby@Geosyntec.com or
Mail to: Erin Kirby, GSNH Dinner Meeting, PO Box 401, Concord, NH 03302.

Checks payable to: GSNH.
A GLOBAL SURGE OF GREAT EARTHQUAKES FROM 2004-2014 AND
IMPLICATIONS FOR CASCADIA http://www.geosociety.org/news/pr/2014/14-76.htm
The last ten years have been a remarkable time for great earthquakes. Since December
2004 there have been no less than 18 quakes of Mw8.0 or greater – a rate of more than twice
that seen from 1900 to mid-2004. Hundreds of thousands of lives have been lost and massive
damage has resulted from these great earthquakes. But as devastating as such events can be,
these recent great quakes have come with a silver lining: They coincide with unprecedented
advances in technological and scientific capacity for learning from them.
“We previously had very limited information about how ruptures grow into great earthquakes
and interact with regions around them,” said seismologist Thorne Lay of the University of
California at Santa Cruz. “So we are using the recorded data for these recent events to guide our
understanding of future earthquakes. We've gained a new level of appreciation for how one
earthquake can influence events in other zones.”
High on the list of areas ripe for a great quake is Cascadia, the Pacific Northwest, where the
risk for great quakes had long been under appreciated. Evidence began surfacing about 20
years ago that there had been a great quake in the region in the year 1700. Since then the view
of the great quake risk in Cascadia has shifted dramatically.
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“We don't know many details about what happened in 1700,” said Lay. There were no
instruments back then to observe and record it. And so the best way to try and understand the
danger and what could happen in Cascadia is to study the recent events elsewhere.
Over the last decade Lay and his colleagues have been able to gather fine details about
these giant earthquakes using data from an expanded global networks of seismometers, GPS
stations, tsunami gauges, and new satellite imaging capabilities such as GRACE, InSAR, and
LandSAT interferometry. Among the broader conclusions they have come to is that great
quakes are very complicated and idiosyncratic. “What we've seen is that we can have multiple
faults activated,” said Lay. “We've seen it off Sumatra and off Japan. Once earthquakes get
going they can activate faulting in areas that were thought not physically feasible.”
The great Sumatra-Andaman earthquake of Dec. 26, 2004, for instance, unzipped a 1,300
kilometer long segment of the subduction zone and unleashed one of history's most destructive,
deadly tsunamis. Much of the rupture was along a region with very limited plate convergence. In
Japan, the Kuril Islands, and the Solomon Islands, great mega-thrust ruptures have ruptured
portions of the subduction zones that were thought too warm or weak to experience earthquakes.
“These earthquakes ruptured right through areas that had been considered to have low risk,”
said Lay. “We thought that would not happen. But it did, so we have to adjust our
understanding.”
Perhaps the best recent analogy to Cascadia is off the coast of Iquique, Chile, said Lay.
There had been a great quake in 1877, and a conspicuous gap in quakes ever since. Like the
1700 Cascadia earthquake, there is little data for the 1877 event, which killed more than 2,500
people. In both subduction zones, the converging plates are thought to be accumulating strain
which could be released in a very large and violent rupture. On April 1 of this year, some of that
strain was released offshore of Iquique. There was a Mw8.1 rupture in the northern portion of the
seismic gap. But it involved slip over less than 20 percent of the region that seismologists believe
to have accumulated strain since 1877.
“We have no idea why only a portion of the 1877 zone ruptured,” said Lay. “But clearly, 80
percent of that zone is still unruptured. We don't have a good basis for assessment of how the
rest will fail. It’s the same for Cascadia. We don't know if it always goes all at once or sometimes
in sequences of smaller events, with alternating pattern. It is prudent to prepare for the worst
case of failure of the entire region in a single event, but it may not happen that way every time.”
What is certain is that studying these recent big earthquakes has given geophysicists the
best information ever about how they work and point to new ways to begin understanding what
could be in Cascadia's future.

See also
Cascadia Subduction Zone : Two
Contrasting Models of Lithospheric
Structure
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/data/crust/ca
scadia.php
and
Cascadia earthquake graphics
http://geomaps.wr.usgs.gov/pacnw/pacn
weq/casceq.html.
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CEU OPPORTUNITIES
Geomorphic and Ecological Fundamentals for River and Stream Restoration - 17-21
August 2015, Truckee, California
This five-day introductory course emphasizes understanding geomorphic and ecological
process as a sound basis for planning and designing river restoration, covering general
principles and case studies from a wide range of environments. This course emphasizes
integration of hydrology, hydraulics, sediment transport, geomorphology, aquatic ecology,
fisheries, and riparian ecology, and includes field measurements, mapping, and interpretation.
Now in its 20th successful year, the course is held at Sagehen Creek Field Station, combining a
beautiful natural setting with excellent research and teaching facilities. Course materials include
Tools in Fluvial Geomorphology (John Wiley & Sons, 2nd edition 2015), relevant papers in pdf,
and printed field and lecture notes. http://laep.ced.berkeley.edu/courses/riverrestoration
Sediment Transport in Stream Assessment and Design - 27-31 July 2015, Logan, Utah
This course emphasizes applications of the principles of sediment transport to alluvial
channel assessment and design. Principles of open channel flow and sediment transport are
combined with watershed-scale, hydrologic and sediment source analysis to place channel
assessment and design in the appropriate context. Tools for estimating sediment supply at the
watershed to reach level are applied in class exercises. Threshold and alluvial channel design
methods are presented along with guidelines for assessing and incorporating uncertainty. The
course balances advance reading, lecture, field work, and hands-on exercises for estimating
sediment supply, calculating sediment transport rates, and forecasting channel response to
water and sediment supply. Intended for participants who are familiar with basic principles of
river geomorphology. https://cnr.usu.edu/streamrestoration/htm/course-information
http://sagehen.ucnrs.org/courses/geomorph.htm

Don’t forget to
pay your dues
this month.
Membership
renewal is
January 1st.
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ROLIS DESCENT IMAGE
The ROLIS (ROsetta Lander Im
maging Syste
em) instrume
ent is a down
n-looking imager that
acquires ima
ages during the descentt and double
es as a multiispectral close-up camera after the
landing. The
e aim of the ROLIS expe
eriment is to study the te
exture and m
microstructurre of the
comet's surfface. ROLIS
S is a descent and close
e-up camera
a on the Phila
ae Lander. It has been
developed by
b the DLR Institute of Planetary
P
Re
esearch, Berrlin. The land
der separate
ed from the
orbiter at 09
9:03 GMT (10:03 CET) and
a touched down on Co
omet 67P/Ch
huryumov–G
Gerasimenko
o
seven hours
s later. 67P/C
C-G is a com
met with a cu
urrent orbita
al period of 6
6.45 years, a rotation
period of ap
pproximately
y 12.4 hours and a maxim
mum velocityy of 135,000
0 km/h. Churryumov–
Gerasimenk
ko is approxiimately 2.5 mi
m by 2.7 mi at its widesst and longesst dimension
ns
http://www.e
esa.int/space
einimages/Im
mages/2014
4/11/ROLIS_
_descent_im
mage
http://en.wik
kipedia.org/w
wiki/67P/Chu
uryumov%E2
2%80%93G
Gerasimenko
o
http://en.wik
kipedia.org/w
wiki/Philae_((spacecraft)

The image shows comeet 67P/CG
acquired b
by the ROLIS
S instrumentt
on the Phillae lander du
uring descentt
on Nov 12,, 2014 14:38:41 UT from a
distance off approximattely 3 km froom
the surfacee. The landin
ng site is
imaged witth a resolutioon of about 33m
per pixel.

Philaee on the comet
Artistt’s impression
of Rossetta’s landeer
Philaee (front view
w)
on thee surface of
comett 67P.
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FROM YOUR GSNH NOMINATING COMM
MITTEE byy Abby Fopiiano
Thanks
s to everyon
ne who help
ped run the Board of D
Director’s ellection at th
he October
dinner mee
eting! We had
h a greatt turnout witth many me
embers cassting ballotss. A huge
thank you goes
g
to ourr outgoing President
P
Julie Spence
er for all the
e hard workk she has
given GSN
NH over the years. Julie
e will remain on the Board as our Past-Pressident.
The newly--elected Bo
oard include
es:
Prresident: Wayne
W
Ives
So
ociety Vice
e Presidentt: Thor Smith
Co
ouncil Vice
e President: Russell Wilder
W
Trreasurer: Bill
B Abraham
ms-Dematte
e
Se
ecretary: Lea Anne Attwell
Me
embers-at--Large: Doug Allen, Erin Kirby, A
Abby Fopian
no
New to the Board: Abby Fop
piano - Abby
y is a Wate
er Systems Consultantt at Epping
Well & Pum
mp Co. Inc. where she
e is the lead
d hydrogeollogist for prrojects perta
aining to
residential,, commercia
al and sma
all communiity water syystems treatment and
distribution
n. Abby is NH
N Profess
sional Geolo
ogist, has a Geology d
degree from
m the
University of
o Montana
a, Missoula,, and a mas
sters in Hyd
drology from
m the Unive
ersity of Ne
ew
Hampshire
e. She’s be
een serving as the Soc
ciety’s co-w
web master for the last year.
LIMBURGITE? – IT DOESN’T
D
LOOK
L
LIKE
E CHEESE?
?!?

Show
wn at left arre thin sectioons
of L
Limburgite, aan augite
com
mposed of oliivine and
glass-bearing, teephritic
The top view
w is
volccanic rock. T
show
wn under plaane polarizedd
lightt and the botttom view
undeer crossed poolarized lighht.
Thesse specimenns, several
millimeters acrooss, date from
m
the M
Miocene andd were foundd
in thhe Kaiserstuhhl Hills of
soutthwestern Geermany. Botth
view
ws portray w
what is calledd
hourrglass zoningg. The
occuurrence of thhis mafic rocck
in cllose proximiity to the Rhhine
Riveer made it coonvenient to
quarrry during thhe 19th
centtury.
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NY LEGISLATIVE UPDATE—GOVERNOR CUOMO HAS SIGNED THE BILL TO
LICENSE PROFESSIONAL GEOLOGISTS IN NEW YORK STATE
Excerpted from a November 25, 2014 notice from the NY State Council of Professional
Geologists
The NYSCPG is pleased to announce that on Friday, November 21, 2014 Governor Andrew
Cuomo signed into law the bill to establish the profession of geology in New York State. This
achievement has been approximately 20 years in the making and is the result of the hard work of
many volunteers across the state, both through NYSCPG and behind the scenes in many facets.
We also cannot overlook the financial support of many people and organizations that helped fund
this monumental achievement.
The signing of the law has brought the subject to the forefront and many people have asked
questions regarding the implementation of the law and how this will affect professionals wishing
to obtain a license. The law has an effective date of two years, meaning that licensure will begin
on November 21, 2016. The two-year window is to provide SED the proper time to produce the
regulations to add geology to the list of professions in the state of New York. This period will be
followed by a one year
grandfathering period in which a license can be obtained by a qualified person without the
requirement of passing a written exam. Passage of an exam will be required after November 21,
2017. It is the goal of NYSCPG to use the national exam produced by ASBOG, but this will need
to written into the still-to-be-crafted regulations.
The law states that a candidate must be qualified to apply for a professional license in New
York. A qualified person is defined by:
Education: Have received an education, including a Bachelor’s or higher degree in
geological sciences, in accordance with the regulations.
Experience: Have at least five years of practical experience satisfactory to the Board in
appropriate geologic work; up to one year of experience may be credited for an
advanced degree (Masters, Doctorate, or an equivalent thereof) in accordance with
the regulations.
Age: Be at least 21 years of age.
Character: Be of good moral character as defined by SED.
Twelve years of practical experience in geological work of a grade and character satisfactory
to the Board may be accepted to replace the Education and Experience requirement.
The fee structure of the licensing law requires the payment of an initial application fee of
$220 plus the triennial licensing fee of $210. A one-time fee for person taking the written exam
will be added to the initial fee schedule once an exam cost is determined. The initial licensing fee
total will be $430 plus exam fee, if required. The renewal fee will be $210 every three years,
resulting in a $70 per year licensing maintenance fee.
A common misconception has been that everyone will be required to hold a professional
geologist license. Anyone who wishes to become an owner, officer, etc. of firms offering
geological services, individuals wishing to provide professional services, and future state officers
and employees of a certain grade will be required to possess a license. Employees working
under a licensed professional, person working for a firm offering engineering services, and
current state officers and employees will not be required to hold a license. This is analogous to
the current practice of professional engineering.
Corporations conducting business in geology-related fields in New York will need to reincorporate with the NYS Department of State into Professional Corporations. A company
offering services labeled as strictly engineering would not need to re-incorporate, but will not be
able to advertise professional geology services nor use any employees professional geologist’s
stamp. Significantly, this law will now allow geologists to enter partnerships with members of our
sister professions. More details on the corporation refiling need and process will follow in the
coming months through the NYSCPG newsletter.
http://www.nyscpg.org/
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THE NH GEOLOGICAL SURVEY GROUND WATER LEVEL NETWORK SUMMARY
Submitted by Lee Wilder of the NHGS
August 2014 NH Groundwater level measurements were collected by the NH Geological
Survey from August 20 - 29, 2014. The statewide August 2014 average groundwater level for
wells in the overburden (in soils on top of the bedrock) showed a decrease of -0.10 feet from
July 2014. When compared with August 2013, the statewide average groundwater level for
August 2014, in these wells, increased +0.37 feet. The August 2014 average groundwater level
in the new bedrock wells showed an increase of +0.10 feet when compared with July 2014.
When compared with August 2013, the bedrock wells showed an increase of +0.77 feet for
August 2014.
September 2014 NH Groundwater level measurements were collected by the NH Geological
Survey from September 23 - 29, 2014. The statewide September 2014 average groundwater
level for wells in the overburden (in soils on top of the bedrock) showed a decrease of -0.83
feet from August 2014. When compared with September 2013, the statewide average
groundwater level for September 2014, in these wells, decreased -0.51 feet. The September
2014 average groundwater level in the new bedrock wells showed a decrease of -01.34 feet
when compared with August 2014. When compared with September 2013, the bedrock wells
showed a decrease of -0.90 feet for September 2014.
October 2014 NH Groundwater level measurements were collected by the NH Geological
Survey staff and volunteers from October 27 - 29, 2014. The statewide October 2014 average
groundwater level for wells in the overburden (in soils on top of the bedrock) showed an
increase of +0.52 feet from September 2014. When compared with October 2013, the statewide
average groundwater level for October 2014, in these wells, increased +0.50 feet. The October
2014 average groundwater level in the new bedrock wells showed an increase of +0.58 feet
when compared with September 2014. When compared with October 2013, the bedrock wells
showed a decrease of -0.23 feet for October 2014.
November 2014 NH Groundwater level measurements were collected by the NH Geological
Survey staff and volunteers from November 24 – December 2, 2014. The statewide November
2014 average groundwater level for wells in the overburden (in soils on top of the bedrock)
showed a decrease of -0.06 feet from October 2014. When compared with November 2013, the
statewide average groundwater level for October 2014, in these wells, increased +0.48 feet. The
November 2014 average groundwater level in the new bedrock wells showed an increase of
+0.28 feet when compared with October 2014. When compared with November 2013, the
bedrock wells showed an increase of +0.19 feet for November 2014.
The groundwater level measurements for the deeper of the two Concord bedrock wells
(CVWB-1) are not presently available in real-time. Past data are on the USGS website at:
http://waterdata.usgs.gov/nh/nwis/uv/?site_no=431034071340501&PARAmeter_cd=72019.
The data for all of the wells in the NH Groundwater Level Network are shared with and posted on
the USGS website at: http://groundwaterwatch.usgs.gov/StateMaps/NH.html.

CLIMATE TOOLS SEEK TO BEND NATURE’S PATH By Henry Fountain 11/9/14
UTRECHT, the Netherlands — The solution to global warming, Olaf Schuiling says, lies
beneath our feet. For Dr. Schuiling, a retired geochemist, climate salvation would come in the
form of olivine, a green-tinted mineral found in abundance around the world. When exposed to
the elements, it slowly takes carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. Olivine has been doing this
naturally for billions of years, but Dr. Schuiling wants to speed up the process by spreading it on
fields and beaches and using it for dikes, pathways, even sandboxes. Sprinkle enough of the
crushed rock around, he says, and it will eventually remove enough CO2 to slow the rise in global
temperatures. “Let the earth help us to save the earth,” said Dr. Schuiling, who has been
pursuing the idea single-mindedly for several decades and at 82 is still writing papers on the
subject from his cluttered office at the University of Utrecht. Once considered the stuff of wildeyed fantasies, such ideas for countering climate change are now being discussed seriously by
scientists. The National Academy of Sciences is expected to issue a report on geoengineering
later this year.
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Turning Down the Heat - Some scientists and policy makers say that the world may
someday have to consider geoengineering — intentionally manipulating nature — to combat
climate change. One approach is to remove some carbon dioxide from the atmosphere so it
would trap less thermal energy. Another is to make the atmosphere more reflective, by adding
particles or altering clouds, so less heat is trapped. Mimicking a Volcano - In 1991, the eruption
of Mount Pinatubo in the Philippines spewed the largest cloud of sulfur dioxide gas ever
measured into the high atmosphere. The gas quickly formed tiny droplets of sulfuric acid, which
acted like minuscule mirrors and reflected some of the sun’s rays back into space. For the next
three years, average worldwide temperatures fell by more than one degree.
But critics, including some in the geoengineering community, say that plans like Dr.
Schuiling’s would work too slowly, if at all, and that undertaking them on a global scale would be
close to impossible. Removing carbon dioxide from the air might be useful for some limited
purposes — Dr. Keith, the Harvard researcher, has a company that is developing a machine to
do so — but probably not for saving the planet.
More at http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/10/science/earth/climate-tools-seek-to-bendnatures-path.html?emc=eta1&_r=2#story-continues-5
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NH LEGISLATIVE UPDATE – From Russ Wilder
These are the 2015 LSRs filed as of 12/3/2014 that may be of interest to members. Send
suggestions/interests for tracking to Russ Wilder at russwilder@msn.com.

2015-H0030-R

title:

2015-H0033-R

title:

relative to energy infrastructure corridors.

Sponsors: (Prime)Suzanne Smith
relative to eminent domain on public lands.

Sponsors: (Prime)James Belanger
2015-H0034-L

title:

2015-H0038-R

title:

2015-H0046-R

title:

relative to taking land for high pressure gas pipelines.

Sponsors: (Prime)James Belanger
relative to exemptions from seasonal weight restrictions on roads.

Sponsors: (Prime)Leon Rideout
relative to removal of members from land use boards.

Sponsors: (Prime)Glenn Cordelli
2015-H0068-R

title:

2015-H0076-R

title:

2015-H0097-R

title:

2015-H0119-R

title:

2015-H0152-R

title:

relative to the issuance of mining permits.

Sponsors: (Prime)John Hunt
relative to idling by diesel locomotives.

Sponsors: (Prime)Norman Major
relative to hazardous materials incident reporting.

Sponsors: (Prime)Jacqueline Cali-Pitts
designating the mastodon as the official state fossil.

Sponsors: (Prime)David Borden
allowing regulatory boards and commissions to recover certain investigative
costs.

Sponsors: (Prime)Carol McGuire
2015-H0192-R

title:

relative to the placement of all new elective electric transmission lines in New
Hampshire.

Sponsors: (Prime)Laurence Rappaport
2015-H0197-R

title:

relative to the permissible level of methyl tertiary butyl ether (MTBE) in drinking
water.

Sponsors: (Prime)Jim McConnell
2015-H0225-R

title:

directing the university system of New Hampshire to conduct a study of
prolonged human consumption of and exposure to methyl tertiary butyl ether
(MTBE).

Sponsors: (Prime)Jim McConnell
2015-H-
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0249-R

Sponsors: (Prime)Donald McClarren

2015-H0268-R

title:

2015-H0269-R

title:

2015-H0333-R

title:

2015-H0410-R

title:

repealing the New Hampshire regional greenhouse gas initiative program.

Sponsors: (Prime)Richard Barry
relative to local approval of mining permits.

Sponsors: (Prime)Franklin Sterling
repealing an increase in the fuel oil discharge cleanup fund fee.

Sponsors: (Prime)James Spillane
designating the Ham Branch watershed in Easton as a protected river and
exempting the Ham Branch watershed from the comprehensive shoreland
protection act.

Sponsors: (Prime)Susan Ford
2015-H0413-R

title:

relative to the selection of engineers used as part of the planning board review
process.

Sponsors: (Prime)Edward Butler

DATES TO REMEMBER
January 15, 2015 – Winter GSNH meeting – Makris Lobster House, Concord
February 17, 2015 – Deadline for early registration for Northeast Section Geological
Society of America meeting http://www.geosociety.org/Sections/ne/2015mtg/registration.htm.
Cancellation: 23 February 2015 Hotel Reservations: 27 February 2015
March 12, 2014 – GSNH BOD meeting 6pm at NHDES
March 23-25, 2015 - NE-GSA at Bretton Woods, NH (See update in this issue.)
April 16, 2015 – GSNH Spring Dinner Meeting – The Puritan, Manchester
July 6 to July 12, 2015 – Grand Canyon Rafting Trip - contact Fred Beck at
fmbeck@fmbeck.net, or Alison Jones at ajones@clearcreekassociates.com.
June 28–July, 01 2015 - 49th US Rock Mechanics/Geomechanics Symposium San
Francisco, CA The American Rock Mechanics Association's U.S. annual conference on
rock mechanics and geomechanics is June 28-July 1, 2015 at the Westin St. Francis,
Union Square, San Francisco. For information on the symposium, accommodations and
sponsorship, visit www.armasymposium.org.
September 28-29, 2015 - NGWA Conference on Groundwater in Fractured Rock and
Sediments (#5017) Burlington, Vermont the use of innovative techniques, cutting-edge
research, and lessons learned from practical experience regarding characterizing and
remediating groundwater in fractured rock environments http://www.ngwa.org/EventsEducation/conferences/Pages/5017sep15.aspx
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WHAT IS YOUR BOARD DOING? By Lea Anne Atwell
On December 4th, Thor Smith hosted the quarterly Board meeting at the UGSG offices in
Pembroke, NH. We had lots to discuss, including:
After positive feedback from members at the October dinner meeting, we are
moving forward with plans to have at least one of the 2015 dinner meetings at
The Puritan in Manchester. Stay tuned for details.
We brainstormed ideas for the Summer 2015 field trip and are considering
several stops related to fluvial geomorphology in southern New Hampshire,
including the Suncook River avulsion in Epsom, the Buck Street Dam removal in
Pembroke, the Amoskeag Fishways in Manchester, and the Souhegan Dam
removal in Merrimack. If anyone has any other ideas, or would like to help plan
the field trip, we would love your help; please contact a Board member!
GSNH will be using funds raised from our dinner meeting mineral raffles to
support teachers who would like to attend the upcoming Northeast Geological
Society of America meeting in Bretton Woods, New Hampshire.
Our next meeting will be on Thursday, March 12, 2015 at the NHDES offices in Concord,
hosted by Wayne Ives. All members are welcome to attend our Board meetings.
DOGS CAN TELL YOU HOW BIG AN EARTHQUAKE IS.
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A REMINDER
“MAP & CAREER NEWTWORKING BLAST”
“Connecting Students With Opportunity”
Everyone is seeking motivated and qualified geotechnical employees, but it’s frustrating
to find them via usual methods. Here’s a local way to change that.
Come to the Map & Career Networking Blast at NEGSA, 2015 to provide your firm or
organization with unrestricted access to up to 800 qualified students and professionals seeking
employment and internship opportunities. This is a great chance to meet potential employees “on
their feet”, without the uncertain formality of usual hiring processes, and over a FREE pizza
dinner (cash bar available).
No GSA meeting registration is required for this evening program.
Come by yourself or bring members of your staff, along with a supply of business cards, a
project poster or two, or a more elaborate corporate display if you like. Free poster stands and
some display tables will be available, and a list of all the event’s attendees (students and
professionals) will be distributed to those requesting shortly after the Meeting is over.
For more information, contact Brian Fowler, Meeting Chair (b2fmr@metrocast.net) and
visit the Meeting’s frequently updated website: http://www.geosociety.org/Sections/ne/2015mtg/.
Please note for planning purposes that all rooms within the OMNI-Mount Washington
Resort are reserved for registered NEGSA Meeting attendees. So those who’d like to attend the
Blast and spend that night locally, without registering for the Meeting, can make room
reservations at the Attitash Grand Summit Hotel in Bartlett, NH, about 20 minutes south of the
Resort.
This FREE event is made possible by the generous support of the Northeastern Section of
the Geological Society of America and an anonymous member of the Geological Society of New
Hampshire.

TABLE OF NE GSA RATES – EARLY REGISTRATION UNTIL FEBRUARY 17

http://www.geosociety.org/Sections/ne/2015mtg/registration.htm
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hursday, January
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1
15, 2015
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er and Ste
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35
54 Sheep
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R
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H 03301
5:30 pm
p Social Hour;
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_________
__________
_________
__________
_________
__________
_________
__________
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Member (Due
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am counts as 1.5 hou
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12/10/14

MEMBERSHIP & RENEWAL APPLICATION

Geological Society of New Hampshire
PO Box 401, Concord, NH 03302

Name:

(Please print clearly)

Renewing Members: Only update this section if you have changes to your contact
information (including email) or educational history.
New applicants: please complete this section.

E-mail: _________________________________
Preferred address/email to receive GSNH Communication: ___Home or ___Business
Home Address:

Business Address:
(Employer):

Home Telephone:
_______________

____

Office Telephone:

New Hampshire PG # (if applicable)
Education: Degrees received or in progress:
Year

Degree

Major

College or University

I volunteer to help with one of the following committees or tasks:
__ Membership Committee
__ Legislative Committee

__ Regulations Committee
__ Education Committee
__ Events Committee

__ Giving a talk at a meeting

__Communications Committee
(Newsletter or Website, circle preference)
__ Other:

Membership Category:
Regular Member (Annual Dues $20.00)
Student Member (Annual Dues $10.00)…Please complete Education section above.

Make checks payable to "Geological Society of New Hampshire." Note that GSNH dues are not deductible as
a charitable contribution, but may be deductible as a business expense. Please return this completed application
form with any necessary corrections and a check for the appropriate dues to the GSNH at the address above.
The Society’s membership year runs from January 1 to December 31.

Signature: ___________________________________Date: _________________________
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